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ABSTRACT

Common perception by practitioners in the hotel industry today that satisfied guest would become profitability to the company is considered as a major subject for this research. Therefore, this study is conducted to extend the previous research on the service quality by examining the relationship between service quality and customer's satisfaction. The importance of this study is to identify the factors that lead to guest's satisfaction and also proposing a method to assist hotel in identifying characteristics which will increase customer's satisfaction. In this research, the service quality is measured through perception of hotel guest and manager toward the service quality of three hotels located in Kota Bharu by using five dimensions of SERVQUAL (tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy). There are also another two additional dimensions used which are food quality and reasonable price. On the other hand, the model gaps were also applied in order to identify the gaps between perception of hotel managers and guest (Gap 1) and between perceptions and expectation of customers (Gap 5) towards service quality of hotel. The hypotheses of this study supported that there are significant relationship between service quality and customer's satisfaction. Besides that, this study found that there is difference regarding perceptions between hotel manager and guest. However there is no difference for customers' perception and expectation regarding the hotel service except for two variables which are tangible and customer satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Malaysia is among of the famous tourists' destinations in the world. Many programs have been initiated by the government and public sectors to promote the growth of tourism industry. There are various activities which have been organized to attract tourists from local and foreign countries. One of the important factors that should be considered to invite more tourists is by providing good accommodation (Cooper et al, 1996) in order to make their travel more convenient and comfortable (Middleton & Clarke, 1999). Thus, with this condition, hotel industry has become one of the most competitive in services industries in Malaysia.

From time to time, the challenges in hospitality industry become serious with the increasing number of hotel in our country. For example in year 2006, there were 2,336 hotels in Malaysia and it showed the increasing of 67 hotels compared to 2,269 hotels in 2005 (Tourism Malaysia annual report, 2006). Due to the increasing number of hotel in the industry, customers will have more choice in choosing which services they are willing to pay and satisfied them.
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